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Hitting a wall
Goings and gatherings in smartly
designed loft spaces won’t meet Arendt’s
Greek mark. Won’t bring back vanished
tables, let alone all that’s great and
radiant. In a skirmish with the flat need
some air. Need to step outside. Memory
Wall was outside. It was perched on the
street. It seized the garment district’s
history. And it made a little pop history
along the way.

The art of politics teaches men how to bring forth what is great and
radiantó—ta megala kai lampra, in the words of Democritus; as long
as the polls is there to inspire men to dare the extraordinary, all
things are safe; if it perishes, everything is lost. (206) Hannah Arendt
- The Human Condition

> October 9, 1996
> Jean S. Tucker
> Center for Metropolitan Studies
> University of Missouri
> 8001 Natural Bridge Road
> Saint Louis, Missouri 63121
>
> Re: Public History Project - Washington Avenue Garment District
> 1) Art - The prototype poster images I've prepared suggest the visually seductive
character of this project, and begin to hint at the truly arresting quality of the
full-scale projections.
>
> 2) History - This is about collective memory. It offers a forum to explore collective
memory outside the traditional and fixed perimeters of a history museum. The open
museum is a subject of much debate within the field of history. The district offers an
alternative venue.
>
> 3) Urban architecture- This proposal references the singular architectural and
monumental scale of Washington Avenue, but also acknowledges the "Washington
Avenues" in every American city. This proposal is marked by both its particularity and
its broad urban applicability.
>
> 4) Labor- If this project can be reduced to any single theme it is about celebrating
the laborers who were once employed in the District, the work they did, and the
organizational and associational life that grew out of their work.
>
> 5) Technology - It is important to be cautious when discussing technology, given
the often charged and hyperbolic rhetoric. Digital projection technology and
CD-ROM storage and access systems can be put to use in this project. This has
significance beyond the utilitarian. There is an irony in fashioning a memorial to a
former technology by using the technology that replaced it.
From: Caine, Ian <Ian_C@mackeymitchell.com>
To: Buck Doubet <zio11@stlnet.com>
Subject: Living Wall Project & Plaza
Date: 5/14/1999 7:15:58 PM
May 14, 1999
Dear Paul:
I was glad that we had the opportunity to talk this week. As I told you then, Jeff
Carney and I have been pleased to contribute to your on-going efforts to build a
multi-media wall and plaza at the corner of Washington &Tucker. We both feel that
the project holds great potential as an architectural project and an important piece
of public infrastructure forWashington Ave.
I would also like to confirm our desire to involve landscape architect Tim Franke as
a co-designer on any future work. Tim is a principal in the local firm of Third Land,
Inc. and is a faculty member at the WashingtonUniversity School of Architecture.
We believe that Tim's experience with public landscape projects will enhance our
design efforts-particularly those involving the plaza. Furthermore, his position with
Third Land will facilitate any future construction documentation efforts, as they
become necessary.
I look forward to our meeting next Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. in Jeff Edwards' office. I
would like to introduce you both to Tim and hear about your latest plans for the
newly acquired lot at Washington & Tucker. Tim, Jeff and I are also interested in
gauging your interest in continuing the design process that Jeff and I began last
summer. To this end we will bring copies of the work that we have done to date as
well as several other projects intended to fuel discussion about design alternatives
for the vacant land.
Please don't hesitate to contact me in the meantime if you have any thoughts
about the project or next week's meeting.
Thank you.

Paul
First, allow me to apologize for not getting back to you sooner. My schedule got sidetracked
a bit when my father was put into the hospital last week. All is now well and I’m back at it,
but I am sorry for the delay.
I have given the challenge facing you a good deal of thought and have discussed your
needs with several other consultants. The following are a few general
conclusions/recommendations:
The concept of “The Wall” at Tucker and Washington is appealing and would add a lot to the
downtown revitalization underway and in the planning stages.
The concept would be especially appealing if it had a daytime component attached to it, so
that downtown workers and daytime visitors could appreciate it as well. Whether this
requires a Jumbotron or the equivalent is something I assume still needs to be investigated.
However, we should probably build it into the long range plan if not the immediate concept
for the wall. One key to gaining underwriters for this project is to establish it as part of the
overall plan for downtown. This means we need to sit down with Downtown Inc. and the
Downtown Now planners and sell them on the concept (perhaps you have already done
some of this?).
Everyone agrees that we need to create a basic “sales” kit that can quickly and easily
communicate what we are trying to do. Such a kit should be heavy on visuals and emphasize the practical aspects (news, community information, showcasing local resources) of the
project as much as the artistic aspects.
There was also some thought given to how this project could be linked to the convention
center, either as a bulletin board of local activities or as an attraction for conventioneers to
visit. An early discussion with the Convention and Visitors Commission would be helpful in
flushing this out. There may be a way to sell sponsorships as well as seek underwriting
support. This might be along the lines of Internet banner ads which could be projected
along with other content. Sponsors could also be featured in special reports on the wall
from time to time (along the lines of PBS ads).
In addition to selling the concept, we must make sure we also provide proof that the
concept will be maintained over time so it does not become a one-shot deal. Do we have
the resources to sustain this and how do we demonstrate this?
Chad Cooper (he of Metropolis St. Louis and Community Development Agency fame) has
expressed some interest in working on this project after the first of the year. He is taking an
extended leave of absence from CDA to prepare grad school applications, but is interested
in doing some freelance work on the side. I envision him helping out on development of
materials and funding calls after January 1.
Project Approach :
November-December -Paul to convince someone at Washington University to do an artist’s
rendering of what this space will look like.
Jim to create draft “sales kit” for use in initial feasibility sessions. This will
include: One-page synopsis of project Artist’s rendering of The Wall News clippings
from previous Wall events Photos of area tod ay
December-January -Jim/Paul/Jeff to set up initial “concept” meetings with key constituencies to Once you have had a chance to review/discuss this, I suggest we meet to plan next
steps, gather existing materials, and talk strategy. I am available to do so November 17, 18,
or 19 before noon each day. I look forward to hearing from you.
530-0659-Jim O’Donnell
From: Caine, Ian <Ian_C@mackeymitchell.com>
To: Buck Doubet <zio11@stlnet.com>
Subject: RE: architectural im ages
Date: 2/19/1999 1:24:10 PM
paul:
what about Sunday afternoon? do you digital files or slides for the website?
-----Original Message----From: paul guzzardo [SMTP:zio11@stlnet.com]Sent: Thursday,
February 18, 1999 9:41 AMTo: Ian Caine Cc: Joyce RudinskySubject: architectural images
Ian What are your plans for the weekend installation.I'd like to get this onto web can you bring teh images on a zip drive? I'm sending this on to Joyce Rudinsky. So we can
make arrangements with webmaager to up load to the Media Arts site.

GASPAR -Budget Memorandum
Analog Projections
One wall - Duration 30 days
Personnel-expenses
Creative Initiation fee $5000.00
Artistic/Technical
$100 per hour - Estimated hours: 40
Artistic/Technical responsibilities:
1) Select - in conjunction with the historical consultants- archival images,
2) Compose collage projections,
3) Select walls for projection sites. This includes evaluating ambient light,
brightness of projection images, and size of projections;
Historical
$100 per hour - Estimated hours: 40
Review archival sources, selection images, and text.
Administrative
$150 per hour Estimated hours: 40
Coordination of the artistic, technical , historical and maintenance personnel.
Maintenance
$15 per hour Estimated hours: 252
Operate and monitor projectors.
Material/Hardware
Three slide projectors are required.
Material/Hardware cost
1)Transference of images and text to slides $1000
2) Copying existing slides - $500
3) Monthly Projector Rental-3 projectors
4) Central -control-computer to operate the and integrate these three projectorsJaime what is the hardware available for this and what is the cost
5) Replacement bulbs ---???
Wall
It is presumed, given of the non invasive character of this presentation, the wall will
be donated by the property owners, and no remuneration will be required. Also
because the project does not envision cinematic precise imaging, no expenses to
paint or repair the party wall are anticipated. It acknowledges that an "imperfect
images" can very powerful in reviving historical memory.
Utilities Jaime here I think we can actually get an estimate from Union
Electric-local utility company- regarding the cost to operate three slide
projectors for an 8 hour period of time. Certainly all we need is some
of the technical inf. from the rental companies about the projectors note this also applies to the LCD projectors. I believe that this
information is critical and needs to be included in a budget. ---Projections in Excess of 30 days:
Budgetary considerations for projections with a duration in excess
of 30 daysHistorical as well as certain artistic responsibility personnel costs will remain
largely fixed regardless of duration. An extended duration will entail additional
administrative and maintenance personnel expenses. It would be appropriate to
consider purchasing one or more slide projectors, rather than continue renting. A
projector can be purchased for somewhere between x and y.
Budgetary considerations for projections on multiple walls:
Again the personnel expenses for historical/artistic consultants will not

significantly vary or be effected by either the number of walls nor the duration of
the projections. The cost for administrative, maintenance, and the
material/hardware will increase. A determination of the whether to rent or
purchase is determined by that duration of the projection and not the number of
walls.
Budget
Digital Projections
Duration
Digital projections because of the cost of imaging equipment, as well as the
additional personnel expense associated with digital technology, suggests that
any
projections should exceed 30 days.
Personnel-expenses
Creative Initiation fee $5000.00
Artistic/Technical
$100 per hour - Estimated hours: __
Artistic/Technical responsibilities:
1) Select - in conjunction with the historical consultants- archival images,
2) Scan images and write the necessary program for single and the collage
projections.
3) Compose collage projections,
4) Select walls for projection sites. This includes evaluating ambient light,
brightness of projection images, and size of projections;
Historical
$100 per hour - Estimated hours: 40
Review archival sources, selection images, and text.
Administrative
$150 per hour Estimated hours: 40
Coordination of the artistic, technical , historical and maintenance personnel.
Maintenance
$15 per hour Estimated hours: 252
Operate and monitor computer and projectors.
Material/Hardware
1) LCD projectors
2) Pentium Processors
3) CD ROM writer
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